Abstract-The high similarity between identical twin is known to be a great challenge for Face Recognition Technology. As Face Recognition Technology handles identification and the verification of identity claim of a person, it is really important to have a method which can overcome identical twin problem. In this research, we try to demonstrate a model which can predict and compare identical twin. In this method, we used histogram, RGB colors to find the best criteria for matching for initial stage. Later, we used GLCM method, which measures the texture of the images that are used for twin prediction. In the experimental part, we tested our proposed model with different twin dataset and experimental results show very good performance in twin prediction.
INTRODUCTION
For years, we have been seeing that so many people have been caught while giving a proxy exam or proxy interview for someone else whose face is very similar to that person or he/she is an identical twin. Even there are incidents where these guys couldn't be caught at the very initial stage. It takes lots of time and effort to figure out the true identity. This could be a serious security concern in the case of recruiting in any armed forces and governmental post. All of these points made us to work on this problem so that we can build a system which can be a solution for this. We tried to build a simple model in order to run a quick facial recognition process to identify twins rather than long and complex process of highly used facial recognition technology which is very costly and time consuming. In this research, we try to deliver that model which can overcome these types of problem. In [1] , authors briefly discussed about how face -recognition in humans is improving day by day using Eigenfaces and 3D facial data representations. Another paper talked about how twin's facial similarity has impact on conventional face recognition systems [2] . In [3] , authors showed a survey paper of policy and implementation issues of facial recognition system, which also described various facial recognition algorithms. According to [4] , researcher showed many different facial features which can be used to analyses identical twin faces. Making a facial recognition method is not an easy task. There are some limitations. Based on color information of images so many combinations can be made. Also, facial expression, partial faces can also manipulate the results. So, we tried to build a system that can predict twins by based on the histograms of eyes and lips. Later, we cropped the face from the frame which is for GLCM calculation as removing background of an image for facial recognition is necessary.
In rest of the paper, in section II presents the proposed model, experimental results and analysis are in chapter III and finally conclude the paper is in Section IV. Fig. 1 demonstrates the work flow of our proposed model. It demonstrates how our proposed model is going to work step by step. First, it's going take human picture as input. Then, we are going to identify the face, lips and eyes from given pictures using Haar-Cascade Classifier. Our proposed model used RGB Histogram on those different parts to take the initial decision whether this might be a potential twin candidate or not. For this we set a percentage of 60. If it turns out that given input's result is more than 60, user will get an idea about twin or not. Then the model will follow a complex computation to take the final decision about the twin detection. User will have the option whether he will for further calculation for better results or not in next step. We set about 90 percent for details facial analysis. For this complex computation, our model used Gray-Level CoOccurrence Matrix Based on Contrast, Energy, Homogeneity, Dissimilarity, ASM, Correlation to take the ultimate result.
II. PROPOSED MODEL

A Input Images and Execute the Classifiers
Haar cascade classifier is well known for identifying object in images. This classifier is related to a field of informatics which computers to see and way computer gather and interpret visual information. These images first scaled down to low level in order to remove noise. As noise create number of variations in color and brightness. Then, the images are processed into high level. This is for identifying pattern in images by pixel positioning and calculation [5] . If we look into any human face, we will see the eye area is darker than cheeks. Haar-like feature helped us for detecting face as it's a set of two neighboring rectangular areas above the eye and cheek regions. [6] To work with face detection. Various types of images like images with face, images without face are needed to train the classifiers. After the classifier is trained, it can be applied into images. It delivers two outputs "1" and "0". Output "1" means that region likely to have an object like face, cars etc. "0" means nothing. Now the problem is an object's position can be different in frames. Not necessarily on the center, it can be in edge also. So, sliding window technique is used for searching the object. Once, the sliding window capture the object, it marks the area around it. Then, marked objects (face, cars) can easily be cropped out from images for further process [7] .
In our model, we have used three classifiers to determine the faces, eyes and lips. Haarcascade Frontalface is for face detecting, eyes detecting is Haarcascade Eye and lips detecting is Haarcascade Mouth. We applied these classifiers at the very first in our model. We take these two twins as input depicted in 
B Detect Face and Mark Eyes, Lips
After we applied our classifiers, first the faces of these figures are marked then cropped. Then, the cropped faces are marked by the eyes and lips which are cropped separately and saved for calculation. The classifiers automatically mark these areas. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) illustrates the images of twin 1a and twin 1b, where face, eyes and lips are clearly marked.
C Calculate RGB of Eyes and Lips, Compare and average, Initial Guess
It is widely concerned by many researchers as colour does not get effected by natural rotation, scaling and translation of an image [8] . Histogram represents the distribution of pixel intensities (whether colour or grayscale) in an image of RGB. It can be visualized as a graph (or plot) that gives a high-level of the intensity (pixel value) distribution. We are going to assume an RGB colour space, so these pixel values will be in the range of 0 to 255. X-axis is for bin. The bin is usually a range. In this research, we use a range of [0, 256] which is pixel range. For Y axis, we count how many pixels are in that bin [0, 256] . So, from the histogram we will get a clear picture of pixel density by colour [9] . But histogram alone cannot analysis a picture in a deep level of features [10] , which would cause inaccurate decisions sometimes. If two different images have the same colour distributions then histogram would give the decision as twin detected, but in reality, those inputs might not be twin. After we extracted eyes and lips from the cropped faces, we calculated the RGB values the left eyes of these twins. For this, we calculated the amount of the pixels for the RGB colours. Calculating colours for eyes and lips will give us the initial guess whether these pairs are twins or not. From the histogram of left eyes for two twins, we can clearly see that the RGB colour pixels position in bins are almost same. So, we can clearly get an idea that the eyes of these pairs are almost same. Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b) illustrates histogram of twin 1a and 1b.
D Calculate GLCM
Gray-level co-occurrence matrix also known as GLCM is a process or method of analyzing texture of an image. Basically, it comes from a grayscale image. It creates a co-occurrence matrix. This matrix is based on about how often a pixel with value i occurs horizontally close to another pixel with the value of j in gray level intensity. It can be defined in XY plane. (1,2) means 1 pixel in X direction, 2 pixels in Y direction. Contrast, Energy, Homogeneity, Correlation, ASM are the features for calculating GLCM matrix. Each parameter has different function and equation.
In Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix the feature Contrast returns a measure of the intensity contrast between a pixel and its neighbor over the whole image. Contrast is 0 for a constant image. If we look at its formula then we would the meaning of Sum of squares variance.
Contrast is calculated on base of the difference between i and j. If i and j are equal, it means contrast is 0. If the difference is 1, then contrast is small. More difference means more contrast.
Energy returns the sum of squared elements in the matrix. Energy is 1 for a constant image. The property Energy is also referred as angular second moment(ASM).
Homogeneity is another GLCM feature. It has weight factor. If weight decreases from diagonal, contrast will be higher. Homogeneity return a value which calculate adjacency of distribution of pixels in diagonal form in GLCM.
The feature of Correlational measure of how correlated a pixel is to its neighbor in an image. Correlation value 1 or -1 means a perfectly positively or negatively correlated image.
It calculates the joint probability occurrence of the specified pixel pairs. Angular Second Moment is also known as Energy. It measures the homogeneity of an image. If the pixels are similar, it means it has very good homogeneity as well as high value of Angular Second Moment.
GLCM calculation is derived into three directions. Horizontal (0 Degree), vertical (90 Degree) and diagonal (Bottom left to top right and Top left to bottom right). Before applying GLCM, the image converted into gray scale image for removing all color properties. Suppose, P1 is randomly selected pixel and P2 is another pixel. GLCM texture measures the displacement vector distance between these points. Other pixels can also be identified by the same value for displacement vector. For these, a 2D matrix is formed. It calculates the number of similar distance between a pixel and its adjacent neighbors.
The GLCM size is determined by the number of gray levels in the image. In matrix, we can scan from left to right, top to bottom like vertically and horizontally for each gray level of the P1 and P2 pixel for calculating how many times gray level of P1 has occurred in first row or first column. The gap between occurrences is the displacement vector. If we found the same displacement vector for other pixel (gray level) whether vertically, horizontally or diagonally in matrices, we can say these pixels are similar. 
Pij
Element i and j of the normalized symmetrical GLCM N Number of gray levels in the image as specified by number of levels in under quantization on the GLCM texture page of the variable properties dialog box.
μ The GLCM mean (being an estimate of the intensity of all pixels)
The variance of the intensities of all reference pixels in the relationships that contributed to the GLCM
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In our proposed model, we discussed the procedure of our approach to identify the twins. For this, we have divided the approach with some steps. First step is the identification of the face from random image. Second step is the extraction steps where we cropped the faces, then extract the lips and eyes. Third step is the calculation of the RGB value for the eyes and lips. Fourth step is all about calculating the average RGB values of eyes and lips then compare with the other faces by error calculation method. If the results are less than 60 percent, we take an initial guess that these pairs are not twins. If the results are above 60 percent, then we can predict they might be twins. Fifth step is the calculation of the GLCM parameters of the cropped faces that we extracted earlier in our program. We calculated 6 parameters of GLCM which are contrast, energy, homogeneity, dissimilarity, ASM and correlation. After calculated the values of parameters, we averaged them. Last step is the final decision where we error calculate the averaged value with the next pair. If the results are less than 90 percent, we can say that these pairs are not twins otherwise above 90 percent, we can say these pair might be twins. For these analysis, we used Python 2.7 programming language with OpenCV library for reading images, initializing classifiers, drawing rectangular, cropping etc. Numpy library is used calculation of RGB values. Matplotlib is used for visualizing the histogram diagram and Skimage, Sklearn are used for complex GLCM calculation. We have used a general dataset which consist of some random pictures from Google. The few samples of used pictures are given here and all steps are shown. We can take initial decision by calculating the values of RGB of the eyes. Each pixel's RGB values are merged. Table II contains the values of R, G, B which indicates the summation of total RGB value in the cropped left eye.
After that we use error calculating method to find out the percentage for matching of these eyes.
Error Calculation:
] × 100
Accuracy Calculation: 100 -Error Calculation
From this method, we found these results.
So, the results we found for eyes is 85.78%. Similarly, the results for lips is 77.89% The average is 81.83% which is more than 60 percent. So that, we can say that these pairs might be twins. Table IV , we can see after checking 5 pairs, we found three of them are twins which actually they and one of the pairs are not twin which they are not but our model failed to detect Twin4a and Twin4b as twin. This happened because of the different face position, expression etc. As we can see the facial expression is slightly different in these pairs. Different face position and expression change the pixel position as well. This can also be occurred by the lips expression also. For this, we got slightly low percentage in our model. If we apply the same person's photo twice in this model, the percentage will reach near 100 percent. From this, we can also say that these pairs might not twin moreover they are actually same person. Our model's performance is quite satisfactory for analyzing and predicting twins.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a model for twin prediction using image processing techniques, which can help to prevent security vulnerabilities related to twin face detection and identification.
Comparison between two faces and ratio analyzer makes this program more accurate and efficient in real world problem solving. For our tested dataset, our proposed model shows very good accuracy in twin prediction.
